Our Journey From Junior to Senior Fellows

During our junior year, we initiated the Ethics from My Seat program to foster and nurture discussion of relevant ethical issues. Our inaugural meeting was held on April 9th, where we discussed the ethical implications of social media platforms on both personal and professional levels. Participants, including Eesha Desai, Amy Feng, Nicky Duckworth, Jonathan Saju, and Karina Vassudeva, joined to explore the ethical dimensions and implications of technology on society.

Fellow Hangs

What to do when you hear the worst? The focus of the Ethics from My Seat program is to equip ourselves with tools to engage in ethical conversations. Our next hangout is scheduled for May 7th, where we will delve into the ethical implications of artificial intelligence in healthcare. Participants, including Eesha Desai, Amy Feng, Nicky Duckworth, Jonathan Saju, and Karina Vassudeva, will join to explore the ethical dimensions and implications of technology on society.

Next Steps

If you enjoyed our Fellow Hangs, we have good news. We plan to transform the Fight talks at the Pan Center. That also means that you can expect the Ethics from My Seat program to be engaging and thought-provoking. Let’s hope to see you next year! We hope to continue our mission and forge ahead with the values of ethical discussion and awareness among participants with knowledge that will benefit them in their future endeavors.

What Ethics Means To Us

As we reflect on our experiences in the Ethics from My Seat program, we realize the importance of ethical discussions. Our group emphasizes the need for responsible participation in ethical conversations. Participants, including Eesha Desai, Amy Feng, Nicky Duckworth, Jonathan Saju, and Karina Vassudeva, join to explore the ethical dimensions and implications of technology on society.

Questions

1. What is your favorite ethical dilemma to discuss?
2. What is the most challenging ethical issue to address?
3. How do you feel about ethical discussions being a part of your daily life?
4. What is the most important ethical issue you have discussed?
5. What is the most important ethical issue you hope to discuss in the future?
6. How do you think ethical discussions can make a difference in the world?
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Mission Statement

The Ethics from My Seat pod seeks to foster and nurture discussion of relevant ethical issues that apply to the University and the community. Our mission is to engage in ethical conversations that will benefit our future endeavors.
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